Outline
• Corporate governance is frequently interpreted narrowly to mean the organization, processes and duties of the board of directors • We take a broader perspective of governance and discuss: :
-Organizations: alliances among various people, each pursuing self-interest -Culture of an organization: the shared expectations of the behavior of one another held by its participants -Good governance: balance or match between the culture (mutual expectations) and self-interest of the participants -Why Good Governance? It makes all participants better off -Elements of Good Governance: balance among regulation, market forces, and social norms -Threats: changes in environment, markets, self-interest -Strategic Management: anticipating and addressing the threats -Organization and Society: evaluation of organization by the sum of surplus received by all participants -No Holy Grail: Good governance is a constant struggle to maintain balance under ever-changing conditions; a journey, not a destination Elements of Good Governance
• Good governance requires a well-thought out balance between -Government (laws and regulations) on one hand, and -Guidance from the market forces on the other -A good system of governance recognizes that both government actions as well market forces are susceptible to failure -Total dependence on either is unlikely to provide a satisfactory outcome
• Supplemented by self-discipline -A system of social norms -Trust in the business community, and -Vigilance on part of the shareholders
• All three components are necessary to improve governance. If Individual Condition Is Not Met
• People who do not expect to get from the organization at least the opportunity cost of their contributions will go elsewhere • This is the definition of opportunity cost • Shareholders will not buy your stock if they can higher risk-adjusted return elsewhere • Customers will not buy your goods if they can get better price or quality elsewhere • Employees will not work for you if they can get better compensation and job prospects elsewhere 6/17/2008 Sunder, Good Governance 21
If Aggregate Condition Is Not Met
• Firms runs out of resources to meet its obligations (expenses exceed revenue) • Some agent(s) disappointed because the promises made to them are not fulfilled • These agents quit (and probably impose additional costs on the organization-e.g., law suits) • If these individuals were essential for the production function of the firm, their departure makes things worse • If they were not essential, the firm did not choose the optimum production function 
